o·or c.c., or l=3 x 10 7 em. for :1.=3 x 10-•, which .would pass in .the thousandth of a second.
Perhaps Sir W .. H. Bragg may be tempted to try whether corpuscles . are still projected by radiation reduced in intensity, not continuously but intermittently, by .a revolving slit. If .there is a critical length of effective beam, it would be instructive to .know it.
QuVER LODGE. April 3·
Relativity and the Velocity of Light. As neither Sir Oliver Lodge (NATURE, .March In discussing this and similar questions there are two distinct avenues of approach. We may .think and .write .in terms of .the old-fashioned fixed rether, the ,FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction, and absolute time, or alternatively in terms of the four-dimensional continuum. But if Mr. Bartrum and myself, or either of us, embark on an argument in which we .mix indiscriminately the .conceptions of the two schemes, there is bound to be confusion a nd either apparent or real contradiction. I prefaced my . mathematical (March 10) by -the stipulation that we should '' .Gonsider .the .problem in terms . of an ::ether and a FitzGerald-Lorentz contraction." Mr. Bartrum, approaching the .problem apparently in terms of the fourdimensional c<mtinuum, objects that I have not distinguished between .a source and .. mirror " moving relatively .to the obser,ver " and ,t:he same appliances "at rest with the observer." :My answer is that so as I as I ,was doin:t. in terms of an rether, . etc., .the -dis.tinction .does not .arise. The observer 'becomes immaterial, and mav move or not as he .pleases.; the rether .pTOvides a fixed standard of measure ment. .My .symbols u, v, :a, -(3 referred to velocities -measured, .in terms of uriit-lengths mapped out in a supposed fixed rether, by synchronised clocks absolute seconds. ·by .a paint A on the .AE,.'its reflectmn by a cpomt ·.C ·on the .world.line .PQ, ·and -its to the source .by a second point B on the or;gmal world-line AB fr:om whir.h it started. The M1chelson-Morley experiment gives us knowledge of the absolute interval A.B, but .none at all of the ·po5ition of C .on the world-line PQ of the mirror. So far as. the Michelson-Morley experiment alone is concerned, the .directions of AC, CB in the continuum are un_known. My contention is that the !experiments of fix these directions for us, and so fix .the pos1tl<m of C.
In the l?r:oble!ll under the .light signal moves .entirely m a two-dtmens10nal section :of the continuum, ·namely, the plane containing the parallel world-lines .AB and PCQ. Let us take ,x and .ct for co-ordinates (not necessarily orthogonal) in this plane. These ,refer to a .particular observer, and a observer will use .different axes and ·co-ordinates the latter being related to x and ct by the ordinary .Because the equation ·x'-c't 2 =o is 1!1vanant -for the Lorentz transformation, the pair of hnes x= ± ct have the very special property :that for every observer, no matter what his veloCity of !motion, they form the internal and external ' .bisectors .of the angle formed by his axes of length and time. A world-line parallel to either of these directions sents for each and -every observer motion with 'the sa.me velocity c, which -eaeh observer independerttly wtll call the velocity of light. 'Now 'Maj-orana's experiment showed in effect 1:hat ·the direction in the· continuum 6f the world-line of 'light 'from a source .or mirror moving relative to him was the same as that of the world-line of light from a source or mirror at rest relative to him. The directions were obtained bv measuring their inclinations to the experimenter's special axes of time and space, but when the direc-·tions have been shown to be the same the observer's axes fade from view and the identity of direction becomes absolute. It now follows that the ravs Of light in a. Michelson-Mudey apparatus, moving· With any veloctty whatever, 'have parallel to these two special directions. Or, to come back ' to c?mmon language, both the and returning s1gn:als ·move with the velocity of 'light. 'The con-clusiOn is, of course, subject to the limitations of Majovana's which, 'it ought to added, the author himself states with scrupulous care. J .. H. }EANS. Here r, is now regarded as the radius vector. The although it !!ives two values of r., can
